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Chapter 3:  

The SBS - “Liquidity Portfolio” 
 

The first step in Rudi’s plan was to fully understand the Building 

Society Investment Charter.  This written document spelt out exactly 

how and where the SBS was authorised to invest its liquid funds.  The 

reference for this charter was the NSW Permanent Building Societies Act 

of 1967.  That act stipulated the following investment guidelines: 

 

1The 1983 Reprint of the Act states:  

Clause 21: (1) Not withstanding anything contained in section 

four of this Act, a society may invest any of its funds not 

immediately required for any of its objects, or purposes incidental 

thereto, in any of the following securities: 

Investments authorised by law for the investments of trust 

funds otherwise than by way of loan secured by mortgage over 

land; 

Deposit in any prescribed bank; 

Shares not exceeding a total nominal value of ten thousand 

dollars or, where some other amount is prescribed, the prescribed 

amount, in any Co-operative insurance society registered under the 

Co-Operative Acts; 

The purchase of transferable deposits issued by the Australian 

Resources Development Bank Limited notwithstanding that the 

deposit may be redeemable, and that the price therefore exceeds 

the face value of the deposit; or   

 Any other investment (other than a lone secured by mortgage 

over land) that is a prescribed investment. 

The Act gave no credence or update references to the 

advancement of Financial Markets and their products in over 20 years.  

There were no written content in the Act that embraced these new 

market products.  The only residual interpretation was that the minimal 

risk exposure for the SBS had to be at least ‘Bank’ accredited risk 

exposure.  All other decisions were open to interpretation.  Up until Rudi 

joined – the investment decisions were based on buying the highest 

yielding Semi-Government type securities for investment income and to 

buy Bank Bills and have funds on 24 hour call for short term liquidity 

management.   

These methods evolved because it was what everyone had done 

before them and it was just an entrenched belief that they had no other 

options.   

                                           
1 Reproduced from a Copy of Permanent Building Societies Act of 1967, 

supplied by The State Library of NSW as a paid for copy 17th Dec 2009. 
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Rudi saw this process and structure as a flawed and archaic 

system.  Whether the SBS Management agreed with that summation, or 

were ready to hear this point of view - was still undecided in Rudi's mind 

during those early weeks.  Rudi needed to fully comprehend the internal 

political structure within the SBS before he could contemplate the 

wholesale changes he was thinking about implementing.   

The SBS Liquids portfolio was a hybrid concoction of securities that 

spread across at least 40 different titled securities and the maturity 

pattern had no rhyme or reason attached.   

Then there were maturities and size variations that gave neither 

liquidity, nor structure to the portfolio.  Any thought of liquidating these 

old and illiquid securities would generate capital losses – not so much 

because the yield they were returning was not a market value – but 

because there would be no buyer for the security in a distressed sale 

scenario.  The give-up to find a buyer would render the capital loss as to 

large to absorb - therefore it just sat there until maturity.   

In broad terms, Ogilvy told Rudi’s his charter was to turn the 

Treasury function into a more professional and profit driven operation.  

That was a simple charter - all Rudi had to do was generate profits and 

increase the yield return on the portfolio.  How he saw that and how the 

SBS Management saw that, were two entirely different perspectives.   

The SBS was an untouched and yet untainted Treasury operation.  

Management were naive and ignorant to professional Treasury and 

market knowledge, and the opportunities available within the 

marketplace.  Rudi’s charge would be to convince Management to accept 

the changes he wanted to implement – now that was either by doing the 

things he wanted and having Management find out after the fact – or to 

discuss with Management what he anted to do and seek their approval 

before he carried out what he wanted to do.  

As a Building Society, he had respect for what that really meant as 

a market profile, and the markets perception of the ‘risk acceptance’ 

attached to this style of Corporate Treasury operation.   

The SBS had over 270,000 members and depositors.  A great 

number of them had home mortgages with the SBS.  When Rudi 

researched the Treasury operation and looked at the SBS Returns over 

past years – he realised that the SBS profits came on the back of the 

Liquidity Portfolio’s performance.  They were not so much about making 

mega profits but providing their members with a superior service i.e. 

cheaper mortgages and higher deposit rates.  They were a business – 

and up to when Rudi had joined – the profit performance was very week 

when compared with competitors and the Banking sector as a whole.    

Rudi was aware that any change he was considering to the way 

the Treasury operation functioned had to meet with a charter that 

protected the Society from capital losses.  This was the foremost - and 

only real consideration Rudi used when he set about his approach to 

reinvesting the SBS Liquids portfolio.   

If his predecessor had Rudi’s experience and exposures, he would 

have completed the same preparatory and investigative work that Rudi 

undertook in those first few weeks.  For the last two years since Rudi 

had passed on this position – the SBS had gone nowhere in 

professionalising their Treasury operation. 

The investment decisions were all still operating according to a 

worded charter that was written in the 60’s and updated in 1983 with no 
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reflection of how markets had evolved, and were developing.  In 

essence, there were very few rules within the Building Society Act and 

its governance guidelines that covered or gave guidance to a 

professional Building Society Treasury operation.   

The use of derivatives and other market tools in the form of 

Futures, FRA’s, Swaps, Securitisation, Standby Facilities, Options, 

Exchange Listed and Over the Counter style, were not even mentioned 

in the charter.  Yet, they would fit the Act’s charter of investment 

guidelines because they all qualified as ‘Bank or better Risk exposure’.  

Building Societies throughout Australia were not using synthetic 

type derivatives during this era.  The Financial Markets were alive with 

opportunities and changes and they created wondrous opportunities for 

the SBS in Rudi’s mindset.  All he had to do was convince his 

Management of these new products, and educate his Management about 

them in how they could be used to enhance the returns to the Liquidity 

Portfolio.  

Within weeks, Rudi felt settled and sufficiently comfortable that he 

began to take some of these new concepts to his management.  Initially, 

they were very accommodating to all his ideas and concepts.   To be 

honest – it was a case that none of his peer Management had a clue 

about what he was talking about - their nodding of heads and 

agreement was all based on ignorance and them not wanting to expose 

that lack of understanding to Rudi or amongst eachother. 

He was aware of all this and was careful that he did not sound 

condescending – he went to extra lengths to explain the markets 

operations and how each of the products suited the SBS portfolio and 

how they could be used to enhance performance and yield returns.     

The Management accepted these presentations and began to 

acknowledge their ignorance openly when Cleary – the CEO began to 

ask questions requiring more basic information.  This endeared them to 

Rudi.  He had been expecting some sort of defensive challenge.  They 

were eager to learn and embrace the new perspective Rudi was 

presenting.  Many more discussion meetings were held to further help 

them understand the market products, and the opportunities they 

presented. 

He realised during these discussions that this single issue of re-

educating his new Management to the ways of the professional market, 

was to be his greatest challenge.  This was the very precipice of the 

cultural divide between the professional and the corporate mentality.   

He knew he would have to tread carefully through this maze – his 

professional market background had a ‘gruff’ edge that could easily be 

misinterpreted.  

His first step was to highlight and bring to the attention of 

Management, the flawed policy of investing in obscure securities that 

had no identifiable market value or liquidity.  He explained and 

presented his case in how this was a flawed policy when it was 

associated with a Liquidity Portfolio.  He highlighted the intent of what 

‘Liquidity’ really meant, and why the saleability of a security was more 

important than yield or maturity.    

Predominantly, this came down to providing the liquidity required 

without sustaining devastating capital losses to meet any unexpected 

depositor demand.  This thought presentation was a complete reversal 
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of the existing process.  Yield importance was not, nor should be the 

first consideration.   

This change in policy would mean an adjustment to the budget and 

the expected funding margins.  This became a very sensitive issue in 

these initial discussions.  By Rudi’s recent calculations, the returns from 

the funding margin on the Liquidity Portfolio, was responsible for the 

generation of all the SBS’s yearly profits.  In fact – what it really meant 

was that the business of mortgage lending was losing money because 

the funding margin on the Liquids portfolio was always higher then the 

declared profits of the SBS.    

What was being proposed and presented to the collective 

Management group - was both radical and asking for a huge leap of 

faith.  The reduction of the funding margin that generated the Societies 

profits was being challenged.  Rudi’s counter to the Managements 

concerns was that by being invested in liquid stock – there would be 

other means to offset and funding offset.  Rudi’s was backing himself 

here – he was virtually guaranteeing Management that he would make 

more profits trading the liquidity of the portfolio then its current return.  

Normally when someone new comes along and presents a proposal 

that destroys the logic of previous decision processes, it can make 

things very awkward.  There was no such issue with his new 

Management, not to Rudi’s knowledge anyway.  In past employs when 

Rudi had these sorts of meetings, his management would have felt 

threatened and found ways to shut him down.  This was not the case 

with his SBS Management and more to their credit in Rudi’s eyes.  These 

positive responses, allowed Rudi to feel more comfortable in that he 

made the right decision in becoming a Corporate Treasurer. 

In many ways, Rudi was fortunate that his Management were 

genuinely ignorant of the professional market opportunities.  This 

rendered them eager to learn from Rudi’s knowledge base and this 

allowed Rudi to endear himself and gain their trust.  If there was a 

defining moment in what was to transpire over the next several months 

- it was the gaining of that trust, and how it allowed Rudi to perform 

without direct Management interference and oversight.  This placed a 

tremendous amount of pressure on Rudi to succeed in his vision for the 

SBS.   

This employ was to become the ‘golden’ opportunity that every 

market trader dreams for.  When Management demonstrates so much 

confidence and faith in your abilities - you feel you can climb the highest 

mountain, meet every challenge, and bring them along to enjoy the 

ride.  It is a confidence thing, a feeling that allows you to believe and 

have faith in yourself - something dealers look for from their 

Management.  

Rudi recalls one of the defining Management meetings where 

things began to fall into place.  He was addressing his Management 

group where he was backfilling past and current practices, and outlining 

the current perceptions to Liquids investment.  His Management 

concurred that the primary charter for the Liquidity Portfolio, was to 

provide liquidity to the Society in times where there were significant and 

unexpected runs on the Societies deposits, and to meet the daily 

funding requirements of the Societies business.   

Runs on Building Society’s deposits in the past five years had not 

been unusual.  Several Building Societies had been forced to merge with 

larger Society’s or Banks when they found themselves unable to meet 
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depositor’s withdrawal requirements.  This happened during times when 

investor confidence was exposed to rumours and the sight of long 

queues of depositors withdrawing their funds.  The problem for these 

merged Societies was often that a great deal of the ‘liquid assets’ were 

not that liquid in a forced sale environment - large write downs 

eventuated. 

His Management knew of these implosions in a quaint way.  Rudi 

remained very tactful when he expressed his views on these eras.  All 

the Societies liquidity requirements should be managed from within the 

liquidity portfolio and it should be structured to meet those 

requirements.   

During this discussion - heads around the table lifted and started 

to really look toward Rudi when he spoke.  Rudi explained that having 

an attitude of standing aloof and saying it ‘won’t happen to us’ whilst 

they believed they had a virtual State Government backing via the State 

Bank ownership - was not something that could be prudently relied upon 

if they wanted independence.   

He further highlighted that counterparties took advantage of the 

situation in forced sale scenarios – they quoted fire sale prices/yields, 

and the resulting capital losses compromised capital positions, and 

forced Management to seek a bailout partner.   

In this presentation to Management, he pointed out that the SBS 

Liquidity Portfolio could not really manage or contain the extent of the 

capital Loss, or erosion if it was able to liquidate the existing securities 

in the portfolio in ‘crisis’ times.   

He went on further to say that ‘if’ he was able to find buyers for 

these obscure assets/securities, the likely resultant capital losses could 

render the Society becoming technical insolvent due to its capital 

erosion.  With this statement he had brought the fear of all Building 

Societies to the front door of the SBS and its Management. 

He further advised his charter as he understood it, was to present 

the Liquidity Portfolio as an investment Portfolio that can be liquidated 

as required without significant capital depreciation on any Investment 

Security.  In basic and simple terms, that meant being invested in Liquid 

Securities, Bank Bills out to 6 months, and Semi Government and 

Government Securities that spread the yield curve and were well traded 

within the market place.   

He also thought it was very important to explain and educate the 

Management, that these investment securities needed to be matched in 

maturities where they could be hedged against other derivative markets.  

Rudi gave examples of how Futures and Options were some of the 

alternative market tools for that purpose.   

He further explained how after research into the Investment 

Charter applicable to NSW Building Societies, there was nothing 

preventing the Society in using derivative products to complement the 

Liquid Portfolio returns. 

Within a few days of these intense discussions, Rudi had convinced 

his Management and had them agreeing in principal to his conceptual 

intentions.  It took a number of further discussions before the 

Management fully signed off on the concept that Rudi was proposing.   

Next step would be the presenting the harsh reality and advising 

them that selling some of the existing ill-liquid investment securities 
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would generate some ugly capital losses.  This generated a new round of 

debate within the Management team.   

Due to the heightened animosity between John O’Neill, the CEO of 

the SBNSW and Cleary, the possibility of revealing and declaring losses 

at a SBS Board meeting, was a very sensitive issue for Cleary.  Any 

losses incurred would be exposed at monthly Board level meetings and 

Rudi was made aware that was something that Cleary would be very 

concerned about and did not want.   

Rudi had to accept the political reality that Cleary did not want 

himself being questioned by the Board over any capital losses.  

Rudi’s dilemma was in finding a way to offload the ‘ill-liquid assets’ 

and not create wholesale losses.  If he wanted to go forward with his 

restructure, he had to overcome this problem.    

The Treasury Budget loosely worked on a 1.5% margin over the 

Societies ‘cost of funds’.  Rudi had to tell his management that the 

margin for budget calculations was too high if the portfolio was to be 

restructured into liquid assets.  To offset that reduction in funding 

revenues, the revenues from trading and hedging activities would have 

to offset this funding margin.   

There was no immediate proof that Rudi could do this and his 

indications to management to reassure them would have to come with 

some proof.  September then became a month where trading profits 

were essential to gain him the creditability with Management to carry 

out the rest of the restructure. 

The new spreadsheets Rudi had structured gave Management the 

physical evidence, and the reality of how the revaluations on the 

portfolio fluctuated on a day to day basis.  It was not hard to convince 

Management that to be on the right side of these moves would generate 

more than any offset revenue requirements that restructuring the liquids 

portfolio would cost.  

At this time, the SBS was a Financial Institution with some $1.1 

billion in assets that included $300 odd million in short and medium 

term securities that represented the Liquidity portfolio.  Over the course 

of the next eight months, that Society would grow to $1.6 billion in 

assets and the Liquids portfolio would represent $550 million of those 

assets.  

The investment strategy of the SBS Liquidity Portfolio was about to 

change forever and the ride of a lifetime was about to begin.   

 

 


